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Karma Israelsen:
Hi everyone! Our incoming Vice President shared this very
useful dashboard that is being updated fairly frequently. I understand it was
premiered on NPR this morning.
https://collegecrisis.shinyapps.io/dashboard/
Kenneth Schwartz: could you post it again for late comers like me?
Michaele Pride:
From AIAS incoming Vice President shared this very useful
dashboard that is being updated fairly frequently. I understand it was premiered
on NPR this morning.
https://collegecrisis.shinyapps.io/dashboard/
Jhennifer Amundson: could the facilitators please mute the mics?
suzanne bilbeisi:
can we see the bottom answer
Evan Richardson:
with mask.
Jim Stevens: Yes, masks mandatory, Clemson
Frances Bronet:
mandatory
Aaron Betsky: Virginia Tech mandatory
Frances Bronet:
mandatory Pratt
Stephen Schreiber: yes, masks at UMass Amherst
Andrea Dietz: Yes, mandatory masks. GWU Corcoran.
KRISTINA YU - UNM : UNM Mandatory.
Luis Rico-Gutierrez: Iowa State mandatory
MARIANNE DESMARAIS:
Tulane, mandatory in common areas
Ikhlas Sabouni:
Yes, Masks are required.
Asseel Al-Ragam:
yes masks are required
Lawrence Davis:
Masks required at Syracuse
Aaron Betsky: Buildings closed 10-6 for cleaning; geodesic dome for crits and
meetings, covered pergolas for more crits
Sedef Doganer:
masks required at UTSA
jose gamez: Sorry, zoom crashed briefly but I think that I touched on the main
points
ACSA Staff-1: Thank you, José!
Jhennifer Amundson: The SSMC (Student Shop Managers Consortium) will
publish their expert opinions on shop maintenance/hygiene in the next few days.
They have a facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/myssmc
Luis Rico-Gutierrez: I taught a class this summer (Urban Design Studio) and
used this book to help students navigate the challenges of remote collaboration:
Intercultural Collaboration by Design: Drawin… Murdoch-Kitt, Kelly M., Emans,
Denielle J. Stuent really appreciated the intentional “training” on intercultural
remote collaboration. Sometimes we take it for granted, they said.
Francisco Rodriguez-Suarez: Thank you for the recommendation, Luis.
Evan Richardson:
With online instruction, more collaborative opportunities
among institutions. Morgan State University is planning a course with Yale for
Fall 2020.
Jhennifer Amundson: Am I right in expecting that HVAC classes will enjoy a
whole new relevance & popularity???
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Amy Rosen: I sure hope so, Jhennifer!
Evan Richardson:
Morgan State University is requesting info on studio
capacities. With COVID-19, we are considering increasing class sizes. Is this
happening with other programs? My group shared with me.
Colleen Sagers:
Would it be possible to do a few additional polls on some
issues that came up in the breakout groups? Maybe a poll on normal studio class
size and fall 2020 class studio class sizes?
Amy Rosen: Something that hasn’t been mentioned yet that I think might also
be valuable when assessing COVID risk level upon return is the degree to which
wastewater-based epidemiology (WBE) can be used to determine virus presence
(for symptomatic, asymptomatic, and pre-symptomatic individuals). There’s a
number of research studies ongoing, but here’s a few that highlight the value of
WBE for localized quarantining and preventative decision-making:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969720344405?via%3D
ihub; https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.15.20117747v2
Jhennifer Amundson: I”d like a poll on buildings open after hours or no
Evan Richardson:
Morgan State University - planning not to open after
hours. Closing at 10:30 PM.
erich CONNELL:
Once a class or studio is done, students will be dismissed
Evan Richardson:
Not sure about weekends
erich CONNELL:
No hanging around anywhere
Aaron Betsky: Making special hang out areas that are safe
Evan Richardson:
How do you control people staying in studio.
erich CONNELL:
Agree to a conversation in August
Luis Rico-Gutierrez: Have to go! Nice seeing everybody!
Evan Richardson:
True...Maryland!!!
Patricia Kucker:
Thanks to all, Mike and ACSA!
Evan Richardson:
Thanks Brian!
Jeeyea Kim: Thank you!!!
KRISTINA YU - UNM : UNM is anticipating more students in general to be in
critical basic needs issues. Housing and Hunger related to COVID .
Robert Alexander Gonzalez: Thank you everyone!!!
jose gamez: Thankfully, the UNC System has given faculty choice and UNC
Charlotte is not even asking for a reason.
Judith Kinnard:
thank you everyone- thank you Frances!
Andrew Blaisdell:
Great discussion!
MARIANNE DESMARAIS:
Thanks all!
Karma Israelsen:
Thanks!
Nadia Anderson:
Thanks everyone!

